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The concept of specific interactions is analysed as well as the accuracy problems for several biochemical and biological 

recognition processes. Some rudiments for a general theory of specific interactions are described which should, 

eventually, be developed along lines similar to reliability analysis. As a basis for the analysis of specific interactions we 

consider complexation (precipitation) equilibria of a receptor with several (correct and false) ligands or transformations 

by an enzyme of correct and false substrates. Some relations between the receptor–ligand affinity and accuracy of 

recognition are given, as well as between the size of the receptor binding site and the discriminatory power. The 

specificity of some processes is discussed, with emphasis on experimental data concerning accuracy and on pertinent 

data for molecular recognition mechanisms. These processes are: DNA replication, protein synthesis, cell adhesion and 

self–nonself discrimination in immune defence. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of specificity in chemical reactions can be related to classical 19th century analytical 

chemistry: an anion (sulphide, carbonate) precipitates some cations but not others. The concept was adopted 

in biochemistry with the study of enzymatic reactions1 and in medicinal chemistry with the “magic bullet” 

of Paul Ehrlich.2 With the receptor–effector concept, specificity becomes an implicit goal for drug design. 

This, mainly as structure–activity relations and QSAR, developed, beginning with the early sixties, by the 

school of Hansch.3 Nowadays, with the creation of supramolecular chemistry,4 with the genesis of molecular 

electronics,5 the importance of specificity is recognised by journal titles such as ‘Journal of Molecular 

Recognition’. 

Among engineering disciplines there is the ‘Reliability Analysis’ which applies various mathematical 

and especially probabilistic techniques to the study of reliability of components and systems.6 We believe 

that a general theory of specific interactions in chemistry and biochemistry, along similar lines is a strong 

requirement for the development of several new branches in sciences such as biochemistry, molecular 

biology, molecular electronics, etc. 

Here we review attempts in this domain, and describe some significant examples of recognition 

processes, with data concerning accuracy and mechanisms. Also we mark some cases were sufficient 

specificity is not simply granted and more attention is to be given in developing theoretical models. Some 

attempts towards a theory of specific interaction were described previously,7,8 while reviews concerning 

experimental data on accuracy and mechanisms of recognition for enzymatic reactions, transmembranar 
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transport, control of gene transcription, implications for drug design and other processes can be found in a 

recently published treatise.9 

2. SOME  PRINCIPLES  FOR  A  GENERAL  THEORY  OF  SPECIFIC  INTERACTIONS 

A starting point for a theory of specific interactions can be suggested by the principles of classical 

analytical chemistry and of kinetics of parallel reactions.7 The problem can be formulated as follows: a 

certain receptor, enzyme, here termed A0, must discern with sufficient accuracy the correct partner, B0, 

(ligand, chemical messenger, substrate) out of a number N of correct and false partners, Bi, with which A0 

comes into contact (within the considered cell, organism, biologic system). The situation described above 

can be formulated as a set of competing complexation or precipitation equilibria: 

 A0 + B0 C00 (1a) 

 A0 + Bi C0i,   i = 1, 2, … , N (1b) 

For complexation equilibria, an error probability, per, can be introduced, the quotient of concentrations 

C0i of false complexes per total concentration of complexes: 
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If recognition is based on interactions with a cooperative character, precipitation equilibria are to be 

considered. Here, [A0], [B0], [Bi] are concentrations or cell surface densities, ∆G00 and ∆G0i, A0 – B0 and  

A0 – Bi affinities.  

If recognition is based on kinetic processes, per will be the quotient of false versus correct rates: 
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For point mutations, v0 is the rate for correct, v1, v2, v3 – for false base incorporations. E0 and Ei are 

activation energies for the rates of correct and false incorporation processes. 

To synthesize, sufficient specificity means sufficient high differences, ∆G00 – ∆G0i, between affinity 

for the correct and false partners, or sufficient high differences, Ei – E0, between activation energies for the 

false and the correct reactions. 

Sequential control (kinetic proofreading). The DNA point mutation rates, per ≅ 10–10 per base pair 

and replication, require in terms of eq (3) an Ei – E0 ≅ 15 kcal/mol activation energy difference between 

false and correct incorporation rates, which is difficult to explain. Hopfield10 introduced the kinetic 

proofreading mechanism: for inclusion of a false nucleotide in the growing chain, let p1 be the error 

probability. After the inclusion step, the proofreading step follows: an enzyme tests the newly incorporated 

nucleotide, eliminates it if false (following by repetition of the inclusion step); let p2 be the error probability 

for proofreading. The error probability for this pair of steps is the product of both probabilities: 

 P = p1 p2 (4) 

Parallel control. Gene activation in eukaryotes requires simultaneous binding of different specific 

transcription factors upon different DNA control sequences (enhancers) situated upstream the gene to be 
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transcribed.11 This can be seen as a parallel control, a type of control which applies also for regulation of 

cellular activity by external chemical messengers – hormones, growth factors. 

Receptor–ligand affinity. The complementarity concept. The affinity ∆G0i between an A0 – Bi pair 

is a matter of steric fit and of intermolecular forces. Computational chemistry methods allow the calculation 

of such affinities if binding sites on A0 and Bi are known – usually by X-ray crystallography.12 Among the 

molecules B0, Bi and others, belonging to a given structural class, there is one, Bmx, with the highest affinity, 

∆Gmx, for A0. The natural effector-ligand, B0, is not obligatory complementary to A0, but it should be rather 

near to complementarity. Any structural change in B0 which yields a false Bi-ligand will, with high 

probability, decrease affinity. Such B0, Bi-ligands are often biopolymers or oligomers, formed out of a 

number α of monomer types. If the binding site of Bi is related to the one of B0 by ν monomeric 

substitutions the most simple assumption concerning the affinity decrease towards A0 is:15 

 ∆∆G = ∆G00 – ∆G0i = ν∆g  (5) 

with ∆g the mean affinity decrease per monomeric substitution, actually a rather poor approximation. An 

inspection of experimental data13 yields ∆g ≅ 2.0–2.5 kcal/mol per substitution of an aminoacidic or 

nucleotidic monomeric unit. For addition or substraction of a (nonH) atom, inspection of some QSAR data 

(MTD method) yields an about 1.0 kcal/mol variation in such affinities.14 

Specificity and size of binding sites. A first relation between size of binding sites and specificity was 

given by Thomas15 and by Conaughy and Mc. Carthy,16 for discrimination, by a DNA molecule, of RNA 

oligomers transcribed from the same or from different organisms. How long must the RNA strand be, in 

order to be discriminated by the DNA? DNA and RNA are polymers built out of α = 4 nucleotides. 

A foreign RNA oligomer must have a length of at least n-nucleotides such that neither of the overlapping 

short n-nucleotide sequences on the DNA is complementary to the n-nucleotide long, foreign 

RNA-oligonucleotide. The DNA has a length N, and this is also the number (actually N-n) of short 

overlapping sequences. Simple probabilistic considerations yield: 

 αn >> N,    n > lgN / lgα;    α = 4  (6) 

This was also generalized for the minimal size of n-monomeric units for ligand, B0 and Bi-binding 

sites, in order that the receptor A0 can discriminate the correct B0-ligand out of N false Bi-ligands. For 

peptides (as Bi’s) α = 20 is considered. 

Eq. (6) gives a minimal size for binding sites. If a false ligand, Bf, with a concentration [Bf] much 

higher than that of the correct ligand, B0, is to be discriminated, an increased size is required. For example 

Sadler and Smith17 have calculated the size n of the E. coli lac operator using the repressor-DNA sequence 

complex formation, equilibrium considerations of the type used for eqs. (1a, b) and (2), with a statistically 

normal repartition of Bi vs. B0 concentrations (concerning the number ν of monomer substitutions between 

Bi and B0). Their equation for the size n (nucleotide units) of the lac operator gene is: 
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3. DNA  REPLICATION  AND  PROTEIN  SYNTHESIS 

In DNA replication and protein synthesis the errors here discussed, point mutation and incorporation of 

false aminoacidic residues, are considered as competing reactions of monomer unit incorporation into a 

growing, templated, macromolecular chain, in the sense of eq. (3). The required error level will be the 

reverse of the genome length and the reverse of the polypeptidic chain length (corresponding to at least 50% 

offspring genomes identical to the parental one and, respectively, at least 50% of the synthesized 
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polypeptide chains with correct primary structure). With about 3⋅109 bp for the haploid mammalian genome, 

a  

per ≅ 10–10 per bp and replication will be required for DNA replication,18,19 while for protein synthesis, for a 

mean length of 1000 aminoacid residues per ≅ 10–3 would be sufficient. For DNA transcription, aminoacid 

activation and RNA translation, per ≅ 10–4 (per bp or aminoacid residue) will be required. For the so-called 

hot spots, or for the reverse transcriptase, error rates up to 5⋅10–5 or even 10–2 have been reported.20 

Templated DNA synthesis has at least three sequential processes, a typical case of sequential control 

(kinetic proofreading).21 

a) Selection of the correct monomer, for the growing chain corresponding to the templated position, with an 

accuracy level of per ≅ 10–5 … 10–6. 

b) Proofreading, associated with the proofreading exonuclease-excision of the false nucleotide, adding the 

correct one (102–103 times reduction of per). 

c) Mismatch repair, a supplementary proofreading (editing) process, reducing per to the final 10–9–10–10 

level. 

Distinction between the parent and the templated strand is assured by methylation of the parent strand 

(the templated one has not sufficient time for methylation).22 Complicated topological aspects related to 

unwinding, strand break and rewinding appear hereby.23 A “fault tree” type of diagram for DNA replication 

is given in Fig. 1. 

Accuracy in monomer selection requires a Watson-Crick base pair forming between the nucleotide 

on the templating strand and the correct deoxynucleoside triphosphate, X0TP, which is to be introduced in 

the nascent chain. In terms of eq. 3 with per = 10–5–10–6 for the selection process (and 2.3RT ≅ 1.4 kcal/mol) 

the activation energy, E0, for pairing with the correct X0TP should be about 8 kcal/mol lower than for 

pairing a false XiTP. 

This activation energy reduction was explained by hydrogen bond formation between complementary 

bases (decreased KM-Michaelis constant in the substrate–enzyme complex)24. 

As structure is fixed in the double helix spatial conformation, no entropy loss will be implied in such 

hydrogen bond formation. A difference of 2 hydrogen bonds (between correct and false pairings) would 

explain the 8 kcal/mol. 

Quantum chemical calculations25 give a sufficient favourable stabilization (in terms of ∆H – 

differences) for complementary base pairs, but intervention of enolic forms in adenine and especially 

guanine would allow false pair formation. Experimental data26 (for inozine, [keto] / [enol] ≅ 1) as well as 

quantum chemical calculations for base pairs containing enolic tautomers27 suggest the G(enol)-T pair with a 

stability equal to complementary base pairs. 

The solution-DNA polymerase should “explore” also the groups presented by base pairs in the large 

and narrow groves of the DNA double helix.28 The correct pairs (AT, TA, CG, GC) present, towards the 

large grove, two lone electron pairs (proton accepting) and one N-H group (proton donating) for hydrogen 

bond formation, the false G(enol)-T or T-G(enol) pairs present only three lone electron pairs (Fig. 2). This 

could be the basis for discrimination of the false pairs with enolic bases.27 

For details on the molecular structure of the DNA polymerase and editing enzymes and mechanisms 

for specific interactions with nucleotide pairs, substrates and function, see for example29. Specificity is due 

to various intricate hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions and steric fit or misfit implying atomic 

groups on the nucleotide and on the enzyme. 

As to the unwinding, strand break-reforming processes implied in DNA replication, errors in this 

process could have more extensive effects than point mutations, but such a process should be rather rare – 

one per a very large number of strand growing steps. An ‘editing’ (proofreading) step after each such 

break-rejoin process would be necessary to assure sufficient accuracy. 
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Related to these break-rejoin processes are those implying bacterial restriction enzymes. In strand 

break-rejoins, bacterial restriction enzymes in bacteria recognize, on the bacterial genome, restriction sites 

of only 4–8 bp. For example the restriction enzyme EcoR I of E. coli recognises and cuts the following 

restriction site: 

 

The E. coli genome has 4.5⋅106 bp. Corresponding to eq. (6), the total possible number of 6 bp – 

double strands is 46 ≅ 4⋅103 and there should be about 1000 such restriction sites on the E. coli 

chromosome. For a 
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Fig. 1 – Functional diagram for DNA (chromosome) replication. PP – preliminary preparation 

(decondensation, partial methylation); 1sU – one step unwinding; Sk – new strand, length k; C-Sk+1, 

F-Sk+1 – correct strand, length k+1, respectively with false nucleotide pair in position k+1; Nk+1S 

and I – nucleotide selection and incorporation in position k+1; SB and R – strand break and 

rejoining; C-Sn, Sn-Mk+1, FSn±1 – new strand, length n-correct, respectively point mutation position 

k+1, false frame shift modified length; p1, p2, p3 – probabilities for false incorporation,  

 unsuccessful proofreading, unsuccessful mismatch repair. 
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AT: CH3; nOk; NH; nN  GC: nN; nOk; NH;- 

TA: nN; NH; nOk; CH3  GenolT: nN; nO; nOk; CH3 

CG: -; NH; nOk; nN  TGenol: CH3; nOk; nO; nN 

Fig. 2 – Atomic groups of correct and the false Genol-T base 

pairs recognisible in the large grove of the DNA double helix. 

nN, nO, nOk – lone electron pair at an N atom, respectively an 

OH group O atom and respectively ketonic O-atom. Of the NH2 

groups and OH group of the Genol-T pair, one NH bond and,  

 respectively, OH bond are implied in base pair hydrogen bonds. 

more specific action, on a reduced number (or even 1) of restriction sites, the restriction enzymes should 

recognize also supplementary features on the bacterial chromosome. Bacterial recognition sites may be 

methylated and only the new sites introduced by viral infection recognised and viral inserts – destroyed.30 

For a recent review on molecular basis of fidelity of DNA synthesis and nucleotide specificity of retroviral 

reverse transcriptase see 31. 

Protein synthesis implies DNA transcription, aminoacid activation and translation of mRNA by the 

ribosome machinery. The precision of the genetic code, as resulted from internal analysis of mRNA codons 

in Escherichia coli,32 corresponds to a global per = 6⋅10–4 … 5⋅10–3, in agreement with older evaluations33 

of 10–4 …10–3 (error probabilities per aminioacidic position).  

Transcription of mRNA requires, for accurate protein synthesis, an accuracy of only 10–4–10–5 which can 

be provided by the selection step (a) in DNA replication (10–5–10–6), before proofreading processes. Nevertheless, 

studies on RNA polymerase function suggest, here also, the existence of a kinetic proofreading process.34 

Aminoacid activation consists of aminoacid adenylation and tRNA aminoacylation. Concerning the 

accuracy of these processes,61 the relative aminoacylation rates, by Val-AMP-RSVal, of different tRNAAA- 

relative to tRNAVal are, for AA = Met, 0.07; Arg, 0.05; His, 0.04; Tyr, 0.03; Asp, 0.02; Lys, 0.01; Leu, Phe, 

Thr, Gly, Ile, 0.002 – unsatisfactory for the global per = 10–3…10–4. For mechanistic, molecular considerations, 

the affinity difference of RSAla for Ala and Gly (also of RSIle for Ile and Val) should correspond to the 

creation of an empty hole for the RSAla-Gly-pair. Considerations of the surface of such a hole and surface 

tension values for organic, nonpolar, solvents suggest per = 0,1 for this false pairing.8 There are proofreading 

type corrections in this process also – for example Thr-tRNAVal is hydrolysed by the RSVal-enzyme.36 

Translation of mRNA by ribosomes implies selection of the correct AA-tRNAAA corresponding to the 

codon to be translated and consecutive proofreading which is based upon the stability of substrate binding 

and upon induced fit. Watson-Crick base pairing mRNA codon-AA-tRNAAA-anticodon is implied and the 

problem of false G(enol)-U-pairing appears here, as in DNA replication (selection step a). The efficiency of 

rejection of false AA-tRNA’s is given by the quotient of rejection per accommodation rates. This quotient is 

less than 0.04 for cognate AA-tRNA’s and 60 for near-cognate AA-tRNA’s.37 Frameshift errors are 

corrected by the ribosome by a mechanism probably based upon the structure of the codon-anticodon 

complex, especially on wobble type interections.38 

Posttranslational processes intervene also in the accuracy of protein synthesis. About 90% of the 

ribosomal (polysomal) protein production has erroneous conformation (defective ribosome product). This is 

recognised by a cellular “quality control”, ubiquinated and directed towards proteasomes which hydrolyze it 

to small peptides.39 Prevention of this mis-aminoacylation of dual specific aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase is 

discussed by Lipman et al.40 

Existence of specific interactions between peptides coded by sense and complementary, antisense 

strains of nucleotide triplets was recently proposed as a basis for a proteomic code.41 The experimental 

evidence for a supplement of affinity between such types of “complementary” peptides does not seem very 
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convincing (rather small, at best) and nor do the proposed mechanisms for such a specificity (Mehler-Idlis 

pair theory and MRT-theory). 

4. PROTEOGLYCAN  MEDIATED  CELL  ADHESION 

Cell adhesion and cell recognition are a cascade of multistep events involving many classes of cell 

surface molecules, proteins and glycoproteins. The glucidic parts (glycans) of proteoglycans and mucins, as 

demonstrated by X-ray diffraction studies and electron microscopy, are most extended above the cell surface 

and sterically most accessible for cell–cell contacts.42 Implication of a special class of glycoproteins, the 

glyconectins-1, in species specific cell to cell contacts in marine sponges (Microciona prolifera) was 

demonstrated using coloured glass beads coated with glyconectins of various species.43 Others 

carbohydrates are implied in blastula stage cells of the sea urchin Lytechinus pictus,44 in initial cell 

recognition related to compactation of morulae and embryonic carcinoma cells,45 as well as in other tissues. 

These cell adhesion mechanisms are species specific, so the interactions between cell surface carbohydrates 

must have a homospecific character. 

The binding strengths implied in cell adhesion and in the corresponding interactions between 

glyconectins of Microciona prolifera were studied by atomic force microscopy46 and more recently, by the 

surface plasmon resonance method.47 The latter method was used also to study interactions between 

carbohydrate epitopes (the Leχ-epitopes) implied in compactation of morulae and embryonic carcinoma 

cells.48 

Gyconectin-1, according to electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy data, is a supramolecular 

complex with a molecular weight of several 106 Da’s. It is composed of a protein backbone ring, 200 nm 

diameter, to which about 20 irradiating g200-glycan arms (i.e. MW 200 kDa) are attached, each arm 180 nm 

long.46 The g200-glycans differ from species to species (concerning qualitative and quantitative glucidic 

composition) and are very rich in acidic –COOH and –SO3H groups. The g200-g200 interaction requires the 

presence of Ca2+ ions (10 mM), which cannot be replaced by Mg2+ or Mn2+ ions.47 A simplified electron 

microscopy image of glyconectin-1 is given in Fig. 3. Carbohydrate structure phenotypes of three Porifera 

proteoglycan-like glyconectins were recently studied by molecular fingerprinting and by other 

techniques.72,73 The proteoglycans of the three species differ strongly as monosacharidic units and relative 

contents as well as oligosaccharides released by mild hydrolysis. The differences in 200 glycans of the three 

species could be a basis for the homospecific interaction. 

Fig. 3 – Simplified electron microscopy image of gliconectin-1 

(simplified, according to46). 

Interaction between Leχ-epitopes (Fig. 4) was studied by surface plasmon resonance,48 with this 

epitope and also a lactose epitope (see also Fig. 4) linked to a gold surface and to gold nanoparticles. These 

interactions require also Ca2+ ions (10 mM) and have a strong cooperational character: isolated Leχ-Me 

epitopes bind very weakly to the Leχ-coated gold surface, only the manifold of Leχ-epitopes, linked to gold 

nanoparticles binds strongly. The interactions present also a marked homospecific character: the affinities  
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(–∆G, kcal/mol, per epitope–epitope interaction) are 8.5 for Leχ-Leχ, 6.5 for lac–lac and 5.4 for Leχ-lac 

interactions. The affinity differences are related to the dissociation rates; association rates do not differ 

much. 

The g200–g200 interactions of Microciona prolifera glyconectin-1 complexes, dependent on Ca2+ and 

with a large number of acidic (-COOH, -SO3H) groups per g200 arm, suggest formation of anion – 

Ca2+-anion bonds between the g200 arms. Calculations for dissociation ∆G’s for anion – Ca2+–anion, 

sensibly  

 

Fig. 4 – Lewis epitope (antigen), Leχ and lac epitope 

with carriers binding them to gold nanoparticles and  

        to gold surfaces (simplified, according to48). 

more favourable than for anion – Mg2+–anion bonds in water solution (anion: CH3-COO– and CH3-OSO3
–) 

explain why Mg2+ cannot substitute Ca2+ in such bonds, mainly due to strong hydration of the Mg2+ cation49,50. 

How to explain the homospecific character of the carbohydrate–carbohydrate interactions, the basis of 

cell specific recognition? A so-called C2-autocomplementarity model was proposed.51,52 The g200 arms (or 

other groups implied in recognition) should have a reflection symmetry disposition on the glyconectin-1 

complex (supramolecular recognition complex), such that on superposition of these complexes by the 

contact-making cells, a maximal number of contacts between g200 arms (generally, groups complementarity 

as intermolecular forces) should be formed. Obviously, if two different complexes are superposed, a reduced 

number of contacts are formed. 

All this does not explain the homospecific character observed88 in the interaction, with a cooperational 

character, between bundles carrying the Leχ and lac-epitopes. Here, the contact between gold nanoparticles 

and gold surface (via these epitopes) could produce patches of bidimensional crystallisation between Leχ 

and lac-epitopes, respectively. As is common knowledge, crystals are formed usually from identical 

molecules, not from mixtures of two different molecules (the former probably yield more easily compact 

structures) and this could explain the homospecific character of such interactions. 

Cadherins comprise a family of single-pass transmembrane proteins critical for cell-cell adhesion in 

vertebrates and invertebrates. The cell adhesion is mediated by a strand-swapped dimmer in which 

hydrophobic elements are exchanged between partner molecules.53 Tissue segregation is due to 

homospecific binding of different cadherine subtypes.54 

Concerning homeospecificity interactions of Porifera glyconectins, they are probably based on 

different saccharidic composition of 200 arms.73 One may speculate that, if such arms contain repetition of 

oligosaccharidic units with binding(COO–, OSO3
–) groups, homospecific interaction would be favoured. In 

such repetitions, the distances between binding groups would be equal, in the two partners, only for 

homospecific interactions, allowing a maximal number of ionic bridges. 

5. SELF  NONSELF  DISCRIMINATION  IN  IMMUNOLOGY 

The highly complex immune system must destroy pathogenic agents, abnormal cells – the nonself, but 

neither of the normal components of the organism. This is the task especially of the adaptive immune system 

although the innate system is also implied. The specificity of the interaction antigen(epitope)-antibody 
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site(paratope) of B, TH, and TCL-cells is the main factor, although the importance of antigen presenting 

cells cannot be denied.55 Antigen recognition elicites immune response only if presented by proper antigen 

presenting cells(DC-cells). 

The potential number of nonself epitopes is enormous. As to the number of self epitopes-for Tcells 

which recognise short peptides complexed with MHC-molecules, with about 35000 genes in mammalians,19 

a total number of 5⋅107 overlapping short peptides, of a fixed length, can be inferred. For B-cells which 

recognise epitopes of native proteins, a number of about 105–106 self epitopes can be inferred. As to the 

number of B, TH and CTL clones, each recognising one epitope, the Protecton theory56 suggests about 105 

for each number of clones; an increased number of clones would decrease the concentration of each specific 

lymphocyte, producing a too slow immune response against patogens. 

Of the short potentially antigenic peptides produced in antigen presenting DC-cells, only about 

1/20 bind to MHC molecules and 1 per 105 of the foreign antigens presented to a T-cell are recognised as 

oligopeptides of a size near to 10 aminoacidic residues (combined with MHC molecules), but only  

4–5 lateral chains of these residues seem to interact with the TCR binding site.58 According to eq. (6), the 

disctiminating power of TCR sites will be N = 204…205 =1,5⋅105…3⋅106 hardly covering the number of 

presented self T antigens (i.e. 5⋅107 times 1/20). 

For the BCR receptors of B-cells, the typical size of paratopes and epitopes is 15 aminoacidic 

residues,59 which yields a theoretically discriminatory power of one out of N = 2015 ≈ 1⋅1019 epitopes, much 

more than the about 106 self epitopes which must be “negatively” discriminated. One can speculate that this 

allows the recognition of a large number of nonself epitopes by one BCR-paratope.62 The recognition of B-

epitopes and also T-epitopes, by the corresponding paratopes is disscused often in terms of sufficiently long 

dissociation times60 or by serial engagement (signal integration).61 A precipitation equlibrium,62 an 

implication of immunochemistry of the 60-ies,63 could be a sufficient approximation, with the assumption of 

an at least θ0-fraction of Ab-receptors occupied by Ag’s for recognition: 

 nAbi + nAgj  →  Cij ;   θ0 ≥ [Ag]/([Agj] + /e ijG RT−∆ / [Abi]) (8) 

Thus, an antigen (for B or T cells) is recognised if there is a lymphocyte clone with sufficient high 

∆Gij-affinity for it. The concentration or cell surface concentration [Agj] of the antigen and of the BCR or 

TCR binding sites ([Abi]) will also be important.62 

The mechanism of self-nonself discrimination is complex.64–66 It implies, first, activation by 

pathogenic processes of specific, antigen presenting DC cells, which engulf and process cell, bacterial, viral 

debris at the site of this process. The DC cells presents thus a rather small group of T-antigens complexed 

with MHC molecules, on its surface. The lymphocyte clones of the organism are purged (even if not 

entirely) of self-antigen recognizing clones by mostly prenatal, central mechanisms. If a TH cell recognizes 

its epitope on the DC cell, both the TH and DC cell are activated. For a cytolytic response – if a CTL-cell 

recognizes its epitope on the activated DC-cell, the CTL is activated, proliferates and destroys cells 

presenting this CTL-epitope on their surface. For a humoral response, a B-cell recognizes its epitope, 

engulfs the antigen, processes it and presents TH-epitopes, from this antigen, on its surface. If such a TH-

epitope is recognized by an activated TH cell, the B cell is activated, proliferates and the B-clone elicits its 

specific antibodies. Recognition of epitops by CTL or B-cells, in the absence of cooperation with DC and 

TH-cells, produces deletion of the CTL or B-clones. 

These DC-TH –CTL and DC-TH-B cooperations are a sort of sequential control. DC’s present an 

increased proportion of pathogenic antigens for recognition. In order to have an immune attack against an 

antigen (antigen bearing pathogen), processed by a DC, both one of its TH-epitope one of its CTL-epitope, 

or both a TH and a B epitope are to be recognized by a TH and a CTL or B-cell. There are reasons to believe 

that some self epitopes are also recognized by lymphocytes of the organisms immune system, but as long as 

only a few epitopes are presented by one DC-cell and the probability that a self epitope is recognized by one 

of the organism’s lymphocyte clones is small enough(perhaps 10–4 as upper limit68), the probability of 
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immune attack against self will be reasonably low. Self-recognition seems to be counteracted also by special 

mechanisms, like suppressor T-cells which tend to eliminate at least part of self recognizing clones.67 For 

some probabilistic and other mathematic models for tolerance and immunity see.68–71 

6. SOME  CONCLUSIONS 

A general theory for specific interactions in biochemistry and for a reliable control of cellular and 

whole organism processes is of interest not only for cell physiology, drug design, but also for 

supramolecular chemistry and molecular electronics. Such a theory should combine elements used in 

reliability analysis of engineering with specificity of molecular interactions, biochemical equilibria and 

reaction kinetics. How to combine such elements will depend upon the particular process analysed and 

already existing mathematical models for cell regulation, control of various synthesis processes are steps in 

this direction. 
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